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Abstract: The severe power quality problems aroused by the single-phase 25-kV traction power
supply system (TPSS), especially for the voltage unbalance (VU) and high-frequency harmonic
resonance, have attracted increasing attention nowadays. In this paper, a novel hybrid power quality
compensation system, including a power flow controller (PFC) and thyristor-controlled L and C-type
filter (TCL-CTF), is proposed. The PFC can be used for VU compensation, and the TCL-CTF can be
designed to filter out harmonics as well as compensate reactive power. Furthermore, an optimized
compensation strategy is proposed, and the power quality of the TPSS can meet the requirements of
the technology standard. Compared with the conventional scheme, the compensation capacity of the
PFC can be reduced by 12%, as well as the cost. Finally, the effectiveness of the proposed system is
verified by the simulation and experimental results.

Keywords: power quality; hybrid power quality compensation system; the thyristor-controlled L
and C-type filter (TCL-CTF)

1. Introduction

The Chinese government is rapidly constructing massive electrical railways to promote economic
prosperity [1,2], which are mainly represented by their high speed and heavy load. According to the
government’s report [3], the railway mileage will exceed 150,000 km, including 30,000 km high-speed
railway, and the proportion of electrified railway will rise to 70% by 2020. As a result, the serious power
quality problem aroused by the single-phase 25-kV traction power supply system (TPSS) has drawn
increasing attention [4,5], especially for the voltage unbalance (VU) and the high-order harmonic
problem in the weak power grid.

FACTS technology has increasingly drawn wide attention regarding the power quality of the
government [6,7]. The power flow controller (PFC) scheme has been adopted to the TPSS [8],
for example, by way of the railway static power conditioner (RPC) and co-phase TPSS. Mochinaga
proposed the RPC [9]; different control strategies and structures have also been proposed [10–12].
On the other hand, Li proposed the co-phase TPSS configuration [13], which was applied to engineering
in 2011 [14]; various other structures have also been proposed [15–17]. Compared with the co-phase
TPSS, the apparent drawback of RPC is that it cannot eliminate the neutral zones. The super slope
region—such as the length of the slope—has risen to 70 km in the Sichuan–Tibet railway, which will
cause serious speed losses for electric multiple units (EMUs) and energy loss for the TPSS. Thus,
the co-phase TPSS is a trend for the next-generation TPSS. However, the high-order harmonic resonance
problem and the investment cost of high voltage and kVA power electronic devices are still obstructing
its application in the TPSS.
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The alternating current/direct current/alternating current (AC/DC/AC) traction converters are
widely adopted to CRHs series of EMUs, and the HXD series of AC electric locomotives benefit from
their excellent control performance and high power factor (PF). Nevertheless, a series of harmonic
resonance accidents have been aroused by the high-frequency harmonic in recent years, which interferes
with the safety and efficient operation of the TPSS [18,19]. Note that the PFC used in the TPSS possesses
poor performance on compensating harmonic [20]. The passive power filter (PPF) and active power
compensation device are frequently used for solving this problem. Nevertheless, the PPF is more
available in terms of the cost and reliability. In this regard, the C-type filter has drawn attention to
the railway field in recent years, as it not only filters out the particular high-order harmonic region,
but also compensates for the reactive power to improve system performance [21]. Unfortunately,
the over-compensation caused by the fixed Var capacity of C-type filters leads to the PF deterioration;
it is unaccepted that the railway operator will pay a high fine to the power grid. Hence, how to greatly
offset harmonic as well as PF is the main challenge. Fortunately, the power semiconductor switches,
such as the thyristor, metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET), and insulated gate
bipolar transistor (IGBT), have been adopted to control the inductance to achieve the reactive power
compensation since the 1960s; most of the time, the thyristor will be involved when handling high
voltage and simple AC circuit [22]. Thus, a thyristor-controlled LC-coupling (TCLC) structure has been
introduced to govern the distortion and PF of the three-phase load in the power grid [23]. Furthermore,
the different structure has been proposed, which combines the TCLCs in series/parallel with the active
power filters (APFs), such as the TCLC + APF in [24], and the static var compensator (SVC)/APF
in [25]. In other words, a novel hybrid compensation structure combined with the PPF and TCL can be
designed to handle the above problem in railways. However, the relevant research in the railway field
still lacks study.

Alternatively, the PFC of the TPSS is initially designed to compensate for VU and PF problems.
However, due to the fluctuation of the traction load, the instant power demand has attached to
50 MVA, whereas the normal power demand has arrived 20 MVA; the PFC cannot provide a satisfactory
compensation performance if the actual demand exceeds the designed capacity. Moreover, the cost
also should be considered; the cost of a PFC is about $60/kVA according to the cost study in [24].
Therefore, a high-efficiency PFC is required to design the hybrid compensation system. On the one
hand, the different multilevel constructs of PFC have been presented in recent years, which can reduce
the switching frequency, power loss, and harmonic distortion [17,26]. In [17], a cascaded H-bridge
multilevel construct is used for the PFC device. In [27], a novel PFC with a modular multilevel converter
(MMC) construct has been adopted to the railway. On the other hand, an optimized compensation
technique compensating for the power quality of load to satisfy the national standard is introduced to
reduce the rating kVA. In [16], a hybrid compensation is proposed to reduce the capacity of PFC in the
TPSS. Furthermore, a clear relationship between the power quality standard and the reference current
is established in [17]. However, the capacity of a PFC is associated with not only the reactive power
compensation, but also the active power balance. Therefore, a feasible method is using the PPF + TCL
to compensate for reactive power, as they cost just 1/12th of the PFC, using PFC to compensate for the
VU. Simultaneously, the control strategy of PFC should be redesigned to fit this hybrid power quality
compensation system.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces the circuit configuration of
the proposed system. Furthermore, the power flow is analyzed in Section 3. In Section 4, the control
strategy is proposed. The parameters of the TCL-CTF are designed in Section 5. The effectiveness is
testified by simulation and experiment in Section 6. Finally, the conclusions are reached in Section 7.

2. Circuit Configuration of the Proposed Hybrid Compensation System

Figure 1 shows the circuit configuration of the novel hybrid power quality compensation system
for the TPSS. The proposed system consists of a TCL-CTF part, a traction transformer (TT) part, and
a PFC part. The TCL-CTF part is composed of a thyristor-controlled reactor with an L1 and C-type
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filter (CTF). The CTF is constituted by a capacitor C1, an auxiliary capacitor C2, a damping resistor R,
and an inductor L2. The TCL and capacitor C1 are responsible for supporting the fundamental reactive
power to improve PF, which are controlled by triggering the firing angles α of the thyristor T1 and
T2. The CTF is designed to filter high-order harmonics. The TT is a balance transformer in which the
negative-sequence current (NSC) is eliminated if the power of two ports is equal, which comprise a
single-phase transformer (SPT) and a Y/D transformer. The PFC part consists of a DC-link capacitor Cdc
and two voltage source converters. It is employed to transfer the partial active power and selectively
compensate for VU.
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Figure 1. Circuit configuration of the hybrid power quality compensation system.

In Figure 1, isx, and icx are the source currents and the compensating currents where the x stands
for phases a, b, and c in the following analysis. itt1 and itt2 are the primary and secondary side currents
of the single-phase transformer, respectively. ig and it are the grid and traction-side port currents of the
PFC, respectively. itc is the current of the TCL-CTF part.

3. Power Analysis of the Proposed Hybrid Compensation System

According to the research [28,29], there is some coupling power between the different components,
not just the positive-sequence or negative-sequence power. Thus, the excited power calculation
approach of load, based on the sequence component or vector method, could become invalid under
the non-sinusoidal and asymmetrical conditions. To cope with this problem, the IEEE Standards
Association (IEEE-SA) released IEEE Std. 1459 in 2010, which introduced the ‘effective’ value of
voltage, current, and apparent power. Furthermore, the total effective apparent load power (SL) can be
defined as:

S2
L = S2

L1 + S2
Lh

=
(
S+

L1

)2
+ (SLu1)

2 + (SLh)
2 (1)

where SL1 and SLh are the fundamental and harmonic-component of the load apparent power,
respectively. S+

L1 and SLu1 are fundamental positive-sequence and unbalanced component of the load
apparent power, respectively.
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Moreover, the fundamental positive-sequence component of the load apparent power (S+
L1) can be

divided into two terms: active power and reactive power.(
S+

L1

)2
=

(
P+

L1

)2
+

(
Q+

L1

)2
(2)

where P+
L1 and Q+

L1 are the load active power and load reactive power, respectively.
On the basis of Figure 1, the fundamental load active power (P+

L1) comes from the single-phase
transformer (SPT) and PFC branches.(

P+
L1

)2
=

(
P+

SPT

)2
+

(
P+

PFC

)2
(3)

where P+
SPT and P+

PFC are the active power through the SPT and PFC branches, respectively.
The fundamental load reactive power (Q+

L1) is mainly supported by the TCL-CTF branch, and the
rest is provided by the SPT and PFC branches. The Q+

L1 can be fully or partly compensated via
the TCL-CTF. (

Q+
L1

)2
=

(
Q+

SPT

)2
+

(
Q+

PFC

)2
+

(
KQ ·Q+

TCL−CTF

)2
(4)

where Q+
SPT, Q+

PFC, and Q+
TCL-CTF are the active power through the SPT, PFC, and TCL-CTF branches,

respectively. KQ is a compensation coefficient, depending on the reference PF.
The fundamental load unbalanced component of the apparent power (SLu1) can be divided into

the SPT and PFC branches.

(SLu1)
2 = (SLu1_SPT)

2 + (kU · SLu1_PFC)
2 (5)

where Q+
SPT, Q+

PFC, and Q+
TCL-CTF are the active power through the SPT, PFC, and TCL-CTF branches,

respectively. KU is a compensation coefficient, depending on the reference voltage unbalance
factor (VUF).

In addition, the fundamental system unbalanced component of the apparent power (SSu1) that
discharge into the power grid can be less than or equal to SLu1 with the different compensation
targets. After being compensated by PFC, the VU problem could be thoroughly eliminated if
SLu1_SPT = KU·SLu1_PFC; otherwise, the VU can be selectively compensated based on the national power
quality standard.

(SSu1)
2
≤ (SLu1_SPT)

2
− (kU · SLu1_PFC)

2 (6)

4. Control Strategy of the Proposed Hybrid Compensation System

The proposed hybrid compensation system consists of a TCL-CTF part, a traction transformer
(TT) part, and a PFC part. The TCL-CTF part is controlled to offset high-order harmonic (SLh) and
selectively compensate the load reactive power (Q+

L1) to improve the PF. The PFC part is used for
transferring the partial active power and selectively compensating for the VU (SLu1). In the following,
the control strategy will be discussed.

4.1. PFC Part Control

At present, the instantaneous power theory is widely adopted to detect the reactive,
negative-sequence, and harmonic currents to provide an accurate reference for the power quality
conditioner. Therefore, the positive and negative sequence components for each branch should be
obtained before calculating the reference current, which can utilize the notch filter as [30]:

[y+zx]x=a,b,c = M2 · [yzx]x=a,b,c −M1 · [Sπ/4yzx]x=a,b,c (7)

[y−zx]x=a,b,c = M2 · [yzx]x=a,b,c + M1 · [Sπ/4yzx]x=a,b,c (8)
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where Sπ/4 stands for a π/4 phase-shift operator in the time domain, x stands for phases a, b, and c, y
stands for current i or voltage u in the following analysis, z stands for the SPT part, PFC part, and so
on. M1 and M2 are 3× 3 matrices given by:

M1 =
1

2
√

3


0 1 −1
−1 0 1
1 −1 0

 (9)

M2 =
1
3


1 −0.5 −0.5
−0.5 1 −0.5
−0.5 −0.5 1

 (10)

Then, the positive-sequence and negative-sequence component in the α-β frame are transformed
from the a-b-c frame, which can be expressed as:

 y+zα(t)
y+zβ(t)

 =  1 −
1
2 −

1
2

0
√

3
2 −

√
3

2




y+za
y+zb
y+zc

 (11)

 y−zα(t)
y−zβ(t)

 =  1 −
1
2 −

1
2

0
√

3
2 −

√
3

2




y−za
y−zb
y−zc

 (12)

Furthermore, based on the instantaneous power theory, the positive and negative-sequence
components of instantaneous power can be obtained by Equations (13) and (14):[

p+z
q+z

]
=

 u+
zα u+

zβ
−u+

zβ u+
zα

 ·
 i+zα

i+zβ

 (13)

[
p−z
q−z

]
=

 u+
zβ u+

zα

−u+
zα u+

zβ

 ·
 i−zα

i−zβ

 (14)

where p+z and q+z are positive-sequence components of the active and reactive instantaneous power,
respectively. p−z and q−z are negative-sequence components of the active and reactive instantaneous
power, respectively.

Under the non-sinusoidal and asymmetrical conditions, it should be noticed that the
negative-sequence component of the instantaneous power calculated from Equations (13) and (14)
includes two parts: DC composition and AC composition. To raise compensation performance, a
low-pass filter (LPF) is added to obtain the DC component, due to AC composition including an
almost harmonic element. Further, the unbalanced power (p−PFC and q−PFC) is partly compensated by a
compensation coefficient KU. i+

α_PFC
i+
β_PFC

 = 1(
u+
α_PFC

)2
+

(
u+
β_PFC

)2

 u+
α_PFC −u+

β_PFC
u+
β_PFC u+

α_PFC

[ p+PFC
q+PFC

]
(15)

 i−α_PFC
i−β_PFC

 = 1(
u+
α_PFC

)2
+

(
u+
β_PFC

)2

 u+
β_PFC −u+

α_PFC
u+
α_PFC u+

β_PFC

[ kU · p
−

PFC
kU · q

−

PFC

]
(16)
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The final reference currents of the grid side for PFC in a p–q frame are transformed from the
α–β frame: [

i∗p_g
i∗q_g

]
=

[
sinωt − cosωt
− cosωt sinωt

]
·

 i+
α_PFC + i−α_PFC
i+
β_PFC + i−β_PFC

 (17)

where ω is a rated angular frequency of the power grid, which can be calculated from the PLL.
On the other hand, the operating characteristics of PFC can use the power balance principle to

express as:
uTip_tt2 + ugip_g = uTip_L (18)

uTiq_tt2 + ugiq_g = uTiq_L (19)

The reference currents of the traction side for PFC in a p–q frame can be expressed as: i∗p_t
i∗q_t

 = N1 ·

([
ip_L

iq_L

]
−

[
ip_tt2

iq_tt2

])
(20)

where ip_L and iq_L are the load active and reactive current, respectively, which can be expressed as:

ip_L = iL cosϕL, iq_L = iL sinϕL, (21)

where ϕL is the power factor angle of the traction load.
The compensation current of PFC tracks with its reference value i∗p_g, i∗q_g, and i∗p_t, while i∗q_t is

calculated by above proposed method.
Furthermore, the capacity of PFC is calculated in the following equation based on [16,17]:

SPFC = SPFC_g + SPFC_t = UPFC_gIPFC_g + UPFC_tIPFC_t (22)

4.2. TCL-CTF Part Control

The TCL achieves the dynamic adjustment of the inductive reactive power through changing the
current’s amplitude, which is controlled by the firing delay angle of the thyristor. Afterward, it is
combined with the fixed capacitive reactive power to compensate for the given PF. The equivalent
fundamental impedance of the TCL and the capacitor C1 can be expressed as:

XTCL−CTF(α) = −
XTCL(α) ·XC1

XTCL(α) −XC1

(23)

where XTCL(α) is the equivalent fundamental impendence of the TCL, which can be expressed as:

XTCL(α) =
π

2π− 2α+ sin 2α
·XL1 (24)

where α is a firing angle of thyristor.
The compensating reactive power Q+

TCL−CTF is associated with the equivalent fundamental
impendence of the TCL-CTF, which can be expressed as shown in Equation (23):

Q+
TCL_CTF =

UL
2

XTCL-CTF(α)
(25)

In other words, the Q+
TCL-CTF is coupled with the capacitor C1, reactor L1, and firing angle α. Thus,

the relationships among these paraments are shown in Figure 2.
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As can be observed in Figure 2a, the firing angle α increases from 90◦ to 180◦, and the reactive
power increases from 0 to 2 MVar with the C1= 8.4 µF, which means that the compensating inductive
reactive power is decreasing and controlled by the thyristor. Similarly, the reactive power is totally
offset when L1= 1.2 H, α = 90◦; then, the compensating capacitive reactive power increases when the
firing angle α changes from 90◦ to 180◦ in Figure 2b.

To control the TCL, the equivalent fundamental susceptance of the TCL can be expressed as:

BTCL(α) =
1

XL1

·

(
2−

2α
π

+ sin 2α
)
=

1
XL1

·
δ− sin δ

π
(26)

where δ is a conduction angle, δ = 2(π-α).
However, the relationship between the BTCL(α), δ and α is nonlinear, which means that it should

add a linearization between the input and output of trigger pulse. In this paper, a look-up table (LUT)
is adopted to address this obstruct [24].

4.3. Compensation Parameters Calculation between KU and KQ

4.3.1. Compensation Coefficient of VU KU

Associating with Equations (5) and (6), the compensation coefficient of VU (KU) can be expressed as:

KU =
SLu1 − S∗Su1

SLu1_PFC
(27)

where SLu1 and SLu1_PFC can be obtained as:

SLu1_PFC =

√(
p−PFC

)2
+

(
q−PFC

)2
, SLu1 =

√(
p−L

)2
+

(
q−L

)2
(28)

Simultaneously, the reference fundamental unbalanced component of the system apparent power
(S∗Su1) can be represented by a function containing VUF.

S∗Su1 = u+
s i−s + u−s i+s + u−s i−s

= S+
S1(CUF + VUF) + S−S1

= S+
S1 ·

[
Z+

TPSS
Z−TPSS

(
VUF + VUF2

)
+ VUF

] (29)
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where S+
S1 is the fundamental positive-sequence component of the system apparent power, while Z+

TPSS
and Z−TPSS are the positive and negative sequence impedance of the TPSS.

The VUF values are dependent on the compensating target, which is restricted by the national
power quality standard. The comparison of VU limits between the various countries is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The comparison of voltage unbalance (VU) limits between the various countries.

EN 50160 EDF Emeraude
Contract A.2 Grid Code GB/T

15543-2008

Country/Organizations EU France Britain China

VU limit in low-voltage,
medium-voltage power system 2% 2% 2% (<150 kV) 2%

VU limit in high-voltage,
extra-high-voltage power system / 2% 1.5% 2%

4.3.2. Compensation Coefficient of PF KQ

According to the compensation target, the compensation coefficient of PF (KQ) can be expressed as:

KQ =
S+

L sin
(
cos−1 PF∗

)
Q+

L

(30)

where, PF* is an expected power factor after compensating.
Furthermore, the equivalent fundamental susceptance of the TCL can be obtained as:

BTCL(α) =
Q∗L1

U2
L

=
KQQ+

L −QC1

U2
L

(31)

4.4. Control Block of the Proposed System

Figure 3 shows the overall control block with the proposed optimized compensation control
approach. The control block includes two parts, which are the PFC controller and TCL-CTF controller.
The compensation currents of the grid side for the PFC follow their reference currents, which controlled
by KU to achieve the VU compensation target. Note that the KU is a dynastic variable that depends
on the traction load power and system condition reflected by the impedance variation. Similarly,
the trigger signals of the TCL can be generated based on its equivalent fundamental susceptance,
which associates with the capacitive reactive power depending on the traction net voltage, traction load
power, and PF compensation target.
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5. Designing Parameters of the TCL-CTF

5.1. Resonance Damping Analysis

To research the characteristics of the proposed TCL-CTF, the equivalent impedance of the CTF is
given as a function of the angular frequency and the parameters as follows:

ZTCL-CTF(ω) = − jXC1(ω)// jXL1(ω) + R//
[
jXL2(ω) − jXC2(ω)

]
=

1
jωC1
· jωL1

1
jωC1

+ jωL1
+

(
jωL2+

1
jωC2

)
·R

R+ jωL2+
1

jωC2

=
jωL1

1−ω2L1C1
+

R(1−ω2L2C2)
1−ω2L2C2+ jωRC2

(32)
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Figure 4 shows the impedance-frequency response of the TCL-CTF between the various parameters
changing. In Figure 4a, when Q+

L1 varies from 1 Mvar to 3 MVar, the resonance point increase from 36 Hz
to 63 Hz. Note that the resonance point at the fundamental frequency if Q+

L1 = Q+
C1, which means that

it is so dangerous that it should be avoided. However, the impedance characteristics of CTF maintain
a stable status, the TCL-CTF obtains a minimum impedance when the frequency at the designated
turning point ht is 1000 Hz, and the impedance is close to 1 when the frequency is close to infinite. It is
well known that the impedance-frequency characteristic of CTF is between the single-tuned filter and
high-pass filter. In Figure 4b, when increasing the value of R, the minimum impedance is decreasing,
and the character is more similar to that of a single-tuned filter, and vice versa. In Figure 4c, the turning
point moves to a low-frequency area while increasing the value of Q+
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Based on the above discussion, the parameters of the TCL-CTF can be divided into two independent
parts: the TCL part and the CTF part. Meanwhile, the impedance of L1 should be less than C1 to avoid
the parallel resonance at the fundamental frequency.

Furthermore, the impedance model has been constructed as shown in Figure 5. It includes three
parts: system equivalent impedance, TCL-CTF impedance, and traction network impedance using the
π equivalent model. The traction load is a harmonic source, and the point of evaluation (POE) 1 and
POE2 are set to assess the performance of the TCL-CTF.
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The impedance equation at the POE2 can be expressed as:

Zeq(ω) = Znet(ω) + [Zs(ω)//ZTCL−CTF(ω)]

= Znet(ω) +
Zs(ω)·ZTCL−CTF(ω)

Zs(ω)+ZTCL−CTF(ω)

(33)

where, Zs(ω) = Rs+ jωLs, Znet(ω) = Rnet + jXnet, and the Znet(ω) can be simplified from the π

equivalent model.

5.2. Designing Parameters of CTF

The capacitor C1 is designed to compensate the reactive power at the fundamental frequency as
well as improve the PF. Therefore, the value of Q+

C1 is determined by the expected PF and actual PF,
which can be expressed as:

Q+
C1

= P+
L1


√(

1
cosϕL

)2

− 1−

√(
1

cosϕ∗

)2

− 1

 (34)

On the other hand, the function of improving PF can be seen as a particular solution for adjusting
the voltage of the system. Thus, the ability of compensating voltage can be expressed as:

∆UL = 1−
Q+

c
Ssc

(35)

Furthermore, the value of C1 can be calculated by Equation (35):

C1 =
Q+

C1

ω1U2
L

(36)

After selecting a turning point (ht), the value of C2 is restricted by ht and C1.

(
h2

t − 1
)
C1 > C2 ≥

h2
t − 1

h2
t

C1 (37)
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Moreover, the value of C2 is limited by a relationship ω1L2= 1/(ω1C2), which is why the C2 is
not used for compensating reactive power, but rather is used for reducing the fundamental loss of R.

L2 =
1

ω2
1C2

(38)

Finally, the filter reactance R can be obtained as shown in Equation (38). Note that the R should
equal zero when the frequency is at ht.

R =
1

ω1ht

√(
h2

t − 1
)
C1C2 −C2

2

(39)

6. Simulation and Experimental Validation

6.1. Field Testing and Designing Parameter of TCL-CTF

As an illustration, a field testing of a typical railway has been implemented in China, in which
the sampling frequency of power-quality monitor is 10 KHz, and the testing cycle is 24 h. The main
circuit of the traction substation (TSS) and the monitoring points are shown in Figure 6a, the CT1 to
CT4 are the high-voltage current transformers of the single-phase traction side, which was utilized
for accurately measuring the currents for different feeding sections; PT1 and PT2 are the voltage
transformers of the single-phase traction side, which are used for accurately measuring the busbar
voltage; the CT5 and PT3 are the current and voltage transformer for the three-phase power grid
side, respectively. The monitoring points are installed on these transformers’ low-voltage side.
The equipment’s connection and layout are shown in Figure 6b. Take CT1 and PT1 as examples;
the voltage can be measured by using the probe to connect the voltage port, and the current can be
detected by warping the Rogowski coils around the current wire. The current sensor uses a Fluke i5s
current clamp and Rogowski coils. The rated parameters of the current sensor and current transformer
are shown in Table 2. The power quality monitor satisfies the requirements of IEC61000-4-5 and IEC
61000-4-7, which can be used for measuring the harmonic. Alternatively, the various algorithms are
presented to improve the accuracy of harmonic detection, such as the adaptive Kaiser self-convolution
window in [31], which is an adaptive variational mode decomposition in [32].
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Table 2. The key parameters of the current sensor and current transformer.

Parameters Values Parameters Values

Current
Transformer

Rated current of primary side (A) 1500
Current
Sensor

Nominal current range (A) 5 A
Rated current of second side (A) 5 Basic Accuracy 1%

Useable frequency (Hz) 40~5 K

An integral load current process is shown in Figure 7a. Since the train is an impact load, the load
current of the feeding section could rapidly increase from 0 to 2500 A in a short time when multiple
trains accelerated simultaneously. Moreover, the 95% probability value of the load current is 972 A,
although the 50% probability value of the load current is 223 A. In Figure 7b, the voltage of the feeding
section is associated with the current process; the 25.44 kV and 27.93 kV are the lowest and highest
voltage during a day, respectively, which means that the voltage fluctuation has arrived at 2.49 kV due
to the intense load change. Furthermore, the 50% probability value of voltage and the 95% probability
value of voltage are 27.5 kV and 27.7 kV, respectively. In Figure 7c, the load current is mainly distributed
in [392 A 416.5 A], [220 A 245 A], and [784 A 808.5 A] based on the mathematical statistics. In Figure 7d,
the voltage of the feeding section is stale in [27.75 27.78] most of the time, which benefits from the
strong ability of the power supply. As shown in Figure 8, the instantaneous PF can reach 1 when the
trains are running on the railway line, but the avenge PF of the feeding section is equal to 0.86 for the
whole day.

On the other hand, the fundamental current variation and harmonic ratio of current (HRI) variation
are shown in Figure 9a,b, respectively. When a train is running on the railway line, it not only emits
the low-frequency harmonics, such as the third, fifth, and seventh harmonics, but also issues the
high-frequency harmonics, especially for 25th, 35th, and 40th harmonics. In recent years, the threat
that the high-frequency harmonic variation problem poses to the security of trains has drawn wide
attention [18,19]; it is an important influencing factor on traction network resonance. According to the
field testing result and published academic research studies [18], the 20th harmonic is an appropriate
turning point (ht) of the TCL-CTF.Energies 2019, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW  14 of 23 
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Based on Section 5.2 and field testing results, the key parameters of the TCL-CTF are shown in
Table 3. Moreover, the positive sequence of active power P+

L is calculated by the 95% probability value
of load current and the 95% probability value of voltage UL.

Table 3. The key parameters of the TCL-CTF.

Input Parameters Values Output Parameters Values

cosϕ∗L 0.90 C1 (µF) 10
cosϕL 0.86 L1 (H) 1.2

P+
L (MW) 22 C2 (mF) 3.5

UL (kV) 27.7 L2 (mH) 2.9
Q+

C1
(MVar) 2.45 R (Ω) 27.12
ht 20

It should be emphasized that the impact of the impedance frequency of the TPSS should also
be considered; an ideal TCL-CTF can not only filter the high-order harmonic, but also move the
resonance points of the TPSS to a specific region, which can reduce the probability of resonance.
Therefore, based on the field parameters, the simulation model including the TSS and traction net is
established by MATLAB/SIMULINK, and then the frequency-scanning module is used to obtain the
impedance-frequency response of the TPSS; the impedance-frequency response seen from the train
side is shown in Figure 10.
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As shown in Figure 10, before the TCL-CTF connects to the TPSS, the resonance points are 1720 Hz
(34th) and 2354 Hz (47th); after it connected, one point moves to a low-frequency area (586 Hz, 11th),
while the other point moves to the high-frequency area (2616 Hz, 52th). However, the value of the
capacitor will decrease as time goes by, the resonance points will also move to the high-frequency
area. For example, the resonance points at the 11th can transfer to the 12th or 13th, which possess
poor harmonic content relative to another harmonic region, as shown in Figure 9b. Consequently,
the TCL-CTF is completely designed via the theoretical calculation; then, it still needs to test its filtering
performance by simulation and experiment.

6.2. Vaildation of Filtering Performance

6.2.1. Simulation Results

To simulate the filtering characteristic of the TCL-CTF, a simulation model of the TPSS is
established with MATLAB/SIMULINK, as shown in Figure 11. The simulation model assumes the
system parameters Ssc= 2000 MVA, X/R = 7; the basic parameters of traction net and TT come from
the field TSS in Section 6.1; the typical harmonic current model of the train comes from the field
testing result.
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In Figure 12, the equal amplitude’s currents with the different harmonic order iL are injected to
the model respectively, the currents flowing into power system isys are measured at the same time.
On the one hand, when the ninth and 11th harmonic currents are injected, the isys is larger than iL for
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each frequency, which means that the resonance point of the TPSS is correctly portrayed. On the other
hand, it can be seen that the amplitude of isys is less than iL when the currents of frequency arrived at
the 17th, 19th, 23rd and 37th harmonic currents. Furthermore, the amplitude of isys is smaller with the
harmonic order increasing. Thus, it can be concluded that the filtering characteristic of the TCL-CTF
meets the design requirements, which can filter out the high-frequency harmonic current.
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Figure 12. Simulation result of filtering characteristic for the TCL-CTF.

In Figure 13, the real harmonic currents are injected into the model. It can be seen that
the high-frequency harmonic components can be effectively diminished by the TCL-CTF. Thus,
the designed parameter of the TCL-CTF can effectively filter out the high-frequency harmonics. On the
other hand, compared with bode diagram of the TPSS with the TCL-CTF in Figure 10, the resonance
point at 586 Hz is accurately portrayed, which verifies that Equation (33) can be used to study the
impedance-frequency response.Energies 2019, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW  17 of 23 
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6.2.2. Experimental Results

To test the actual filtering characteristic of the TCL-CTF, an experimental prototype of the TCL-CTF
is constructed in the laboratory, as shown in Figure 14. Constrained by the voltage level and actual
condition, it is difficult to establish a high-voltage system, TT, and actual traction net in the laboratory.
Thus, a passive RL series component can be adopted to portray the impedance-frequency response of
these components, and the equivalent impedance can be obtained by scanning the simulation model
via using the frequency-scanning module in MATLAB/SIMULINK. The relative values are shown
in Table 4. Finally, a passive simplified equivalent circuit is built, as shown in Figure 5. The traction
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load can be simplified as a harmonic current source. The waveforms are acquired by a DSO-7014A
scope recorder.
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Table 4. The impedance parameter of an equivalent system and simplified traction network.

Parameters Values

RS 0.122 Ω
LS 6.27 mH

Rnet 3.5 Ω
Lnet 39.01 mH

Figure 15 shows the experimental results of harmonic voltage at the POE1 and POE2, with ninth
and 11th harmonics. In Figure 15, the system resonance point around 586 Hz has been verified.
The system causes a severe oscillation, causing the scope recorder to not correctly identify the frequency
when injecting an 11th harmonic current at POE2. Furthermore, the experimental platform can be used
to demonstrate the effectiveness of the TCL-CTF.Energies 2019, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW  18 of 23 
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6.3. Vaildation of Compensation Performance 

To testify the compensation performance of the hybrid power quality compensation system, a 

simulation model is established with MATLAB/SIMULINK, as shown in Figure 17. In the 

Figure 15. Experimental results of harmonic voltage at the point of evaluation 1 (POE1) and POE2 (9th,
11th harmonic).

Figure 16 shows the experimental results of harmonic voltage at the POE1 and POE2, with the
17th, 19th, 23th, and 37th harmonics. In Figure 16, the harmonic voltage of POE1 is less than 100 mV
when the harmonic voltage of POE2 is approximately equal to 2 V, which means that the harmonic
current can be effectively filtered out after 19th harmonic. Thus, it can be concluded that the proposed
TCL-CTF structure is available to impair the influence of high-frequency harmonics on the TPSS.
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6.3. Vaildation of Compensation Performance

To testify the compensation performance of the hybrid power quality compensation system, a
simulation model is established with MATLAB/SIMULINK, as shown in Figure 17. In the simulation
model, a cascaded H-bridge multilevel construct is adopted to the PFC; the related parameters are
shown in Table 5. Moreover, the constant power source is used for simulating the trains.
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Table 5. The parameters of the power flow controller (PFC).

Parameters Values

Lg 20 mH
Cdc 4000 µF
Udc 3 kV
Lt 3 mH

Number of H-bridges 5

Figure 18 shows the simulation results of unbalanced compensation performance. When VU
compensation is disabled, the SSp is approximately equal to the SSu1, and the VUF of the system
arrives at 2.8%. After the VU compensation is enabled at 1 s, the SSu1 is apparently decreased to
20 MVA, and the VUF of the system is controlled to the VU compensation target 2%. On the other
hand, the compensation performance can be still stably maintained, even though the traction load
fluctuates from 30 MVA to 40 MVA at 1.5 s. Thus, the proposed control strategy for VU compensation
is available, even when the load changes rapidly.Energies 2019, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW  20 of 23 
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Figure 18. Simulation results of unbalanced compensation performance.

Figure 19 shows the simulation results of the PFC working process with unbalanced compensation.
It can be seen that the negative sequence current aroused by traction load is almost injected to the
system via the SPT branch when the VU compensation is disabled. After the VU compensation is
enabled, the negative sequence current flowing through the SPT branch dramatically decreases with the
increase of the PFC branch current, which means that the PFC block is working for VU compensation.
Simultaneously, the instantaneous current can respond to the reference current change timely between
the grid side and traction side of the PFC.

With regard to reducing the kVA rating of the converter, we compare the strategy proposed in
this paper and [17]. The calculation results are shown in Table 6, which are based on Equation (22).
After adopting the PFC to transfer the partial active power and optimize and compensate for the VU,
12% of the capacity of PFC can be released, to 29.84 MVA. Furthermore, the proposed control strategy
and scheme can save $261,000, at least according to the cost investigate result.
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Table 6. Comparisons between improved strategy and strategy proposed in [17].

Strategy SL (MVA) VUF* (%) uPFC_g, uPFC_t (kV) iPFC_g (A) iPFC_t (A) SPFC (MVA) ∆SPFC (p.u.)

Case in [17] 30 2 27.5 1054 179 33.91 1
Case in this paper 30 2 27.5 981 104 29.84 0.88

Figure 20 shows the simulation results of reactive power compensation by using the TCL-CTF;
the TCL-CTF can compensate for the reactive power of the traction load to 10 MVar via the original
15 MVar, and the PF has been increased to 0.9 from the original 0.8, even when the load changes rapidly.
Thus, the proposed control strategy of the TCL-CTF can effectively compensate for the PF.Energies 2019, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW  21 of 23 
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7. Conclusions

In this paper, a novel hybrid power quality compensation system was proposed to compensate
for the VU, reactive power, and filter out the high-frequency harmonics. Furthermore, an optimized
compensation strategy was presented to offset the power quality of the TPSS, which meets the
requirement of the technology standard. Moreover, the resonance damping and design method of
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the TCL-CTF were analyzed and discussed. Finally, the effectiveness of the proposed configuration
and control approach was demonstrated by the simulation and experiment. Due to adopting the
novel hybrid power quality compensation system, the PFC capacity can be apparently reduced by 12%
compared with the conventional scheme.
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Abbreviations

AC Alternating current
APF Active power filter
DC Direct current
EMU Electric multiple unit
IGBT Insulated gate bipolar transistor
LUT Look-up table
MMC Modular multilevel converter
MOSFET Metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor
NSC Negative-sequence current
PF Power factor
PFC Power flow converter
POE Point of evaluation
PPF Passive power filter
RPC Railway static power conditioner
SPT Single-phase transformer
SVC Static var compensator
TCLC Thyristor-controlled LC-coupling
TCL-CTF Thyristor-controlled L and C-type filter
TPSS Traction power supply system
TT Traction transformer
VU Voltage unbalance
VUF Voltage unbalance factor
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